
Welcome letter 
 

On behalf of the National research Tomsk state university and Tomsk regional branch of Russian Geographic 

society auspiced by the Department of culture and tourism of Tomsk region and the Department of general 

education of Tomsk region are delighted to host the 17th theoretical and practical conference with international 

participation taking place October 30 – November 1, 2018 

 

Opportunities for development of tourism of Siberian region and neighboring areas 

 

Proposed topic areas 

 

 Regional tourism and hospitality sphere as the factor of economic areas development; 

 Regional aspects of sustainable tourism development: problems and tendencies; 

 Problems and prospects of using tourist and recreation potential of Siberian region; 

 Geographical factors as the conditions of tourism development; 

 Ancient "Lukomorye" in regional aspects of tourism development; 

 Development of noncommercial types of tourism (social, child's, amateur); 

 Museum and exhibition business in regional tourism development; 

 Manpower training for tourism and hospitality sphere. 

 

Types of conference sessions 

 

• presentation at the plenary session 

• presentation at the workshop 

• publication without attending the conference  

 

Conference languages: Russian, English 

 

We are delighted to welcome to this event  

 

Research and educational institution staff members, public authorities and local government representatives, tourist 

enterprises, self-regulating tourist firm workers, students and other interested people. 

The collection of the conference publications is to be published by the beginning of the conference. An ISBN is 

assigned to the journal. 

The Organizing Committee gives authors the opportunity to publish an article in a magazine included in the Scopus 

base. 

 

The papers will be accepted till April 30, 2018. The papers are to be sent by e-mail: tourism2013@vtomske.ru 

or by registered letters to the following address:  

 

The Department of local history and tourism,  

av. Lenina 36, TSU, GGF,  

Tomsk, Russia  

634050. 

Or 

Room 205,  

st. Arkadia Ivanova 49,  

Tomsk, Russia 

634050  

Phone.: +7 (3822) 420 800 

e-mail: tourism2013@vtomske.ru 

website: http://ggf.tsu.ru/content/faculty/structure/chair/tourism/conference/ 

 

Contact person: Ekaterina Sapian  

 

The authors should make the payment before the conference. The contribution is $20 for publication of three pages 

and less in the conference collection, 1 copy of conference collection, and mail postage of the collection to absentee 

participants. Each extra page costs $5 (7 pages maximum). 

The cost of publication in the magazine, included in the Scopus is 120 $ for an article (volume - 3 pages). 

 

mailto:tourism2013@vtomske.ru


 

The contribution can be paid in organizing committee during the registration. 

Students’ papers are published free for publication of three pages and less in the conference collection. Each extra 

page costs $5 (7 pages maximum). 

 

All participants have an opportunity to present their tourist and excursion programmes during the conference; in 

this case you should inform the organizing committee beforehand.  

For booking a hotel room you should apply to the organizing committee of the conference. 

 

Call for papers: the papers should be presented in. Sheet size – A4, margined 2 cm from every quarter. The 

title must be printed in upper-case letters in bold type, Times New Roman, 12-point type aligned to the center. The 

author’s family name and initials are printed lower in one line spacing with lower-case letters, in italics, 12-point type, 

and the full name of organization and the city separated by commas. The abstract (3-5 lines) and key words (3-5) are 

printed in one line spacing. 

The text is to be printed lower in one line spacing in single spacing with indentation of 1 cm, justified 

alignment, 12-point type without hyphenation. After the text in one line spacing the ‘works cited’ or ‘bibliography’ is 

printed in bold type aligned to the center, 12-point type. It is printed in alphabetical order or in order of reference in 

the paper, 12-point type (see the sample below). 

Graphics should be drawn in black-and-white shot (the collection will be made in grey gradation), pictures 

should be put in the text. The pictures names and numbers are coming under the pictures, and the tables – above the 

tables. The references to the works should be in square brackets, and to the pictures and tables – in parentheses. 

The paper content should be not less 2 and not more 7 pages (including works cited, tables and pictures). 

The application form for the conference participation is to be sent by a separate file in Microsoft Office Word: 

Ivanov-application form.doc. The paper text is to be sent in another file titled Ivanov-paper.doc. When the materials 

are received, the organizing committee will send you the notification. Those, who have sent the materials but have not 

received the notification, should duplicate the sending. The conference collection delivery is to be started in December 

2014.  

The organizing committee reserves the right to decline the materials which are inadequate or not 

corresponded to the conference topics.  

 

The requirements for the publication of an article for publication in the database journal Scopus: 

the page size should be A4;  

each page should have clear margins of 4cm (top), 2.5cm (left and right) and 2.7cm (bottom);  

pages should not contain page numbers, running heads or footlines;  

all articles must contain an abstract;  

in the Microsoft Office Word, all fonts should be embedded.  

Layout of the title page The title should be followed by a list of all authors’ names and their affiliations. 

The style for the names is initials (no periods) followed by the family name. The authors’ affiliations follow 

the author list. If there is more than one address then a superscripted number should come at the start of each 

address; each author should also have a superscripted number or numbers following their name to indicate 

which address, or addresses, are the appropriate ones for them. E-mail addresses may be given for any or all 

of the authors. The abstract follows the list of addresses. The abstract text should be indented 25 mm from the 

left margin. As the abstract is not part of the text it should be complete in itself; no table numbers, figure 

numbers, references or displayed mathematical expressions should be included. It should be suitable for direct 

inclusion in abstracting services.  

The text The text of your article should start on the same page as the abstract. Any Acknowledgments 

should be placed immediately after the last numbered section of the paper, and any appendices after the 

Acknowledgments section. The length limit will be provided by the conference organizer.  

Figures and tables Figures and tables should be numbered serially and positioned (centred on the width 

of the page) close to where they are mentioned in the text, not grouped together at the end. Each figure and 

table should have a brief explanatory caption.  

Colour figures. There are no restrictions on the use of colour in the online version of your article. 

However, you should bear in mind that any print version of your article is likely to be in black and white which 

may make coloured lines difficult to distinguish. 4. Supplementary data We are happy for authors to submit 

supplementary data attachments to enhance the online versions of published articles. Supplementary data 

enhancements typically consist of video clips, animations or supplementary data such as data files, tables of 

extra information or extra figures.  

References. Online references will be linked to their original source or to the article within a secondary 

service such as INSPEC or ChemPort wherever possible. To facilitate this linking extra care should be taken 



when preparing reference lists. A complete reference should provide enough information to locate the article 

concerned in print or electronic form. If you are unsure of a particular journal’s abbreviated title it is best to 

leave the title in full. The terms loc. cit. and ibid. should not be used.  

References to printed journal articles References to printed journal articles should typically contain: 

the authors, in the form: family name (only the first letter capitalized) followed by initials with no 

periods after the initials; 

the year of publication;  

the article title (optional) in lower case letters, except for an initial capital;  

the journal title (italic and abbreviated). Parts denoted by letters should be inserted after the journal in 

Roman type;  

the volume number in bold type;  

the article number or the page numbers.  

 

For example: 
1. Chazovoy I.E. (ed.) (2010) Diagnostika i lechenie arterialnoy gipertenzii. Rossiyskie rekomendatsii 

(chetvertyy peresmotr) [Diagnosis and treatment of hypertension. Russian recommendations (fourth revision)]. 

Moscow, Russia 

2. Kulikova N.V., Sukhova M.G. and Sevastyanov V.V. (2007) “Adaptation of the cardiovascular system 

of the organism of healthy individuals to the conditions of mountain climate”. Proc. of the nauchno-prakticheskaya 

konferentsiya ‘Sovremennye problemy geoekologii gornykh territoriy” [Proc. of the scientific-practical conference 

“Modern problems of geo-ecology of mountain territories”] (Russia, Gorno-Altaisk, December 10-12, 2007), 

Gorno-Altaisk, Russia, pp. 133-135. 

3. Pavlova, K.S. and Robertus Yu.V. (2014) “Methodical approaches to the assessment of the ecological 

state of natural complexes of recreational territories”. Problems of regional ecology, no. 5, pp. 54-59. Moscow, 

Russia 

 

 
Sample of paper organization: 

 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SEASON APPROACH BY ESTIMATION OF TERRITORY 

RECREATIONAL POTENTIAL 

 
Filandysheva L.B., Soroka A.S., Kisler V.V., Tomsk state university, Tomsk 

 
Abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract 

abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract 

abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract abstract. 

 

Key words: word, word, word, word, word 

 

Studying the recreational potential of a territory, the climate conditions should be considered in the context of 

their natural seasonal rhythm, because most sorts of recreation, tourism and medical treatments demand specific 

climatic conditions and certain state of land and water [1]. 

 

References 

1. Chazovoy I.E. (ed.) (2010) Diagnostika i lechenie arterialnoy gipertenzii. Rossiyskie rekomendatsii 

(chetvertyy peresmotr) [Diagnosis and treatment of hypertension. Russian recommendations (fourth revision)]. Moscow, 

Russia 

2. Kulikova N.V., Sukhova M.G. and Sevastyanov V.V. (2007) “Adaptation of the cardiovascular system of 

the organism of healthy individuals to the conditions of mountain climate”. Proc. of the nauchno-prakticheskaya 

konferentsiya ‘Sovremennye problemy geoekologii gornykh territoriy” [Proc. of the scientific-practical conference 

“Modern problems of geo-ecology of mountain territories”] (Russia, Gorno-Altaisk, December 10-12, 2007), Gorno-

Altaisk, Russia, pp. 133-135. 

 

 
 
 
 
 



 

Sample of drawing organization: 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 – Physiographic map of Western Siberia [1] 

 

 

Sample of table organization: 

 

Table 2 – Средние месячные температуры воздуха на ст. Салехард за периоды с 1936 по 1970 гг., с 

1971 по 2000 гг., с 2001 по 2012 гг. и разница между ними. 

 

Периоды 

Месяца* 
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1936-1970 

(первый) 
-3,7 -14,5 -20,8 -23,2 -23,0 -18,2 -8,3 -1,0 + 8,4 +14,3 +11,6 +5,4 

1971-2000 

(второй) 
-3,6 -15,6 -20,9 -23,7 -22,4 -14,5 -9,2 -0,6 +9,1 +14,5 +11,1 +5,3 

Разница 

между 

периодами 

+0,1 -1,1 -0,1 -0,5 +0,6 +3,7 -1,1 +0,4 +0,7 +0,2 -0,5 -0,1 

1936-1970 

(первый) 
-3,7 -14,5 -20,8 -23,2 -23,0 -18,2 -8,3 -1,0 + 8,4 +14,3 +11,6 +5,4 

2001-2012 

(третий) 
-1,8 -14,3 -19,6 -22,6 -23,7 -16,1 -8,3 +0,2 +10,5 +14,8 +11,4 +5,9 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



A p p l i c a t i o n  f o r m  

for participation 

in 17th theoretical and practical conference 

 

Opportunities for development of tourism of Siberian region and neighboring areas 

Tomsk, Russia 

 

1. Full name: 

2. Place of employment (study) 

Name of the organization 

Name of the department (faculty, major): 

3. Position: 

Academic degree: 

Academic title: 

Year of the course (for students): 

4. Phone number: 

Fax: 

5. Address for delivery (with code): 

6. E-mail: 

7. Type of the conference session: 

presentation  only publication 

8. Presentation topic: 

9.  Accommodation 

For booking a hotel room you should apply to the organizing committee beforehand 

 

Date: 

 


